Abstract
Introduction
Russian intervention towards Ukraine in 2014 has disconcerted many European capitals and Brussels. The great concern in European capitals and European Union (EU) headquarters in Brussels was not rootless, because the EU imported (and still imports) significant amount of energy from the Russian Federation, and Ukraine was (and still is) the central transit destination. Ukraine is the country through which more than 50 % of Russian gas destinated for the EU is shipped 1 . 175 million cubic meters of Russian gas is also transported via Ukrainian pipelines daily 2 . On 15 June 2014, Russia stopped delivering gas to Ukraine and a threat about the disruption of the gas supplies to the EU was emerged. Especially Slovakia and Bulgaria that depended on Russia for their entire gas imports and received all their Russian gas through Ukraine were heavily affected by the Russian move 3 .
To reduce the risks to energy security, EU developed emergency plans including increasing gas stocks, reducing short-term energy demand, and switching to alternative fuels 4 . In June 2014, the EU Commission launched European Energy Security Strategy that outlined some measures to guarantee its energy security. One of those measures was to improve renewable energy as an alternative source against Russian gas. In fact, in January 2014 the EU Commission decided to increase renewable energy share in total onshore energy consumption to 27 % 5 . On the other hand, according to the strategy, shale gas should partially be used to compensate for decline in conventional gas production, and it must be supported in addition to the renewable energy sources 6 . While European countries seek to refine alternative energy sources instead of Russian gas, they also look for alternative supplier countries, new transfer directions and technologies. For example, the EU aims to develop new technologies for the transfer of liquefied natural gas to the EU from sources not connected by pipelines 7 .
In this atmosphere, Romania as an important supplier of several energy sources and a transit country for the Caspian energy becomes an unignorable actor in the EU. In this paper, Romania's energy potential and her strategic role in energy transfer to Europe will be discussed. The aim of the paper is to explore the capacity of Romania to become energy center of the EU and to scrutinize Romania's efforts to this end.
Fossil (Unrenewable) Energy Sources of Romania: Natural Gas, Oil and Shale Gas
Romania, the third most successful country in European Union's (EU) energy independence statistics after Denmark and Estonia with a dependence rate of 22.7 % 8 , is likely to achieve full energy independence by the end of 2020, thanks to her shale gas production and alternative energy sources like wind and nuclear power 9 . According to the data from the Romanian company Transgaz, Romania has not imported natural gas since March 2015 and her internal production and stored natural gas have been enough to satisfy internal demand. Romania also became a prominent exporter of natural gas, at a level of over 440 million cubic meters per month 10 . National Regulatory Authority for Energy (ANRE) estimated consumption of 11 6 billion cubic meters of natural gas for the year 2015, of which imports represent only 3 %, as compared to 25 % before 2008 11 . As we can see from the data above, Romania is forging ahead with overcoming her dependence to the Russian gas, while other EU member states' high dependence levels increases their vulnerabilities every new year 12 .
According to the Energy Strategy Draft of Romania, the country has the largest natural gas reserves in Central and Eastern Europe with proved reserves of 150 billion cubic meters and geological reserves of 615 billion cubic meters 13 . Nearly 75 % of Romania's natural gas resources are found in Transylvania region, especially in Mures and Sibiu countries. Deleni gas field, discovered in 1912 and located in Mures Country, is the largest natural gas field in Romania with proved reserves of 85 billion cubic meters. As seen in the map below, two influential companies Romgaz and Petrom dominate the local natural gas production in Romania with market shares of 51.25 % and 46.33 % respectively 14 .
Map 1: Investors in Romanian Gas Sector
Source: http://www.techcorr.com/news/Articles/Article.cfm?ID=2389.
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Additionally, huge discoveries of oil and gas in Black Sea continental shelf of Romania have located the country at the heart of the regional energy market. In February 2012, ExxonMobil and Romania's OMV Petrom Company announced the results of Domino-1, Romania's first deep-water wildcat, in the Neptun East block in the western Black Sea. It was reported that the Domino-1 well had encountered 72 meter of net gas pay, suggesting as a preliminary estimate that the field could hold between 1.5 and 3 Tcf of gas 15 . This means explored deposit of natural gas in Romanian waters contains reserves with an estimated capacity between 42 and 84 billion cubic meters 16 . Although production could begin only after 2018, it is possible to say that the new resources can supplement Europe's long-standing efforts to decrease its reliance on Russian oil and gas 17 . Furthermore, in 2014 the two companies started drilling the Domino-2 well, which is about 200 kilometres offshore, and the Pelican South-1 wildcat well, located about 155 kilometres offshore in the Romanian sector of the Black Sea 18 . Data from the two wells are under evaluation. As OMV Petrom notes, results from the three wells as well as data from additional exploration wells will be processed for the assessment of Romania's whole potential. It should also be noted that, further exploration is expected in 2016 19 . 15 As Radu Dudau, Director of the Bucharest-based Energy Policy Group rightfully asserts, although Romania will be faced with a surplus of gas, her underdeveloped infrastructure hinders Romania from fulfilling her export potential. Romania has a very limited interconnection with Moldova and also can not export gas either to Ukraine or Bulgaria 20 .
In order to overcome this problem, Romania signed a joint declaration together with Bulgaria, Hungary and Slovakia in May 2015 in Riga on regional interconnections for natural gas. The document was introduced in line with the efforts to consolidate European energy security 21 . The declaration asserted the contracting parties' full support for the construction of natural gas interconnection systems in Europe. As written in the Romanian Ministry of Foreign Affairs Web Site, the declaration shows primarily the signatory countries' commitment to an energy union. It seeks to build a platform to promote European investment in cross-European energy infrastructure projects, mainly in Central and Eastern Europe 22 .
Additionally, the largest Romanian natural gas transmission company Transgaz arranges the construction of a national natural gas transmission system in Romania on Bulgaria-Romania-Hungary-Austria Corridor (BRUA). As Constantin Radut points out, "the project entails the development of a natural gas transmission capacity between existing points of interconnection with the natural gas transmission grids of Bulgaria (Giurgiu) and Hungary (Csanadpalota), through the construction of a new pipeline with a total length of 550 km, on the Giurgiu-Podisor-CorbuHurezani-Hateg-Recas-Horia route, and of three compressor stations located along its route (in Corbu, Hateg and Horia)". With the accomplishment of the project, it is estimated that natural gas transport capacity of 1.5 billion cubic meters per year toward Bulgaria and 4.4 billon cubic meters per year toward Hungary will be ensured. The project's deadline is 2019 and its cost is estimated at 560 million Euro 23 .
In addition to her vast natural gas reserves, Romania has a potential to emerge as a modest but more influential actor in European oil sector. Today, Romania is the fifth-largest oil producer in Europe and fourth-largest in the EU. The domestic crude production of Romania is around 2 % of Europe's and some 6 % of the EU's. According to Oil and Gas Journal estimates of the year 2014, the country has the fourth-largest proved crude oil reserves in Europe, with 600 million barrels 24 . According to the data published on the Energy Ministry's website, Romania's strategic petroleum reserve should reach a minimum of 1. discoveries of the last 30 years. However, the document also discusses some recent signals of potential coming from the shallow Black Sea waters, the marketing of which being still at an analysis phase 26 .
In July 2014 OMV Petrom has announced the success of an exploration well, the Marina-1 well, in the Black Sea. The well, which was drilled 60 km from shore to a depth of about 2.150 meters below the seabed, encountered a new oil reservoir on the continental shelf of the Black Sea. Production tests of the Marina-1 show a potential production per well of 1.500-2.000 boe/day. However, it should be noted that, large-scale infrastructural investments including drilling of the production wells, is needed to exploit the reservoir. Production from the Marina discovery could commence over the next 3-4 years depending on the prediction on its commercial viability. Infrastructure investments necessary for the efficient development of the reservoir are estimated above 100 million Euro 27 . According to Gabriel Selischi, member of the OMV Petrom Executive Board, OMV Petrom will continue to invest in infrastructure projects of the offshore segment 28 .
In addition to her natural gas and crude oil potential, Romania comes to the fore as one of the biggest actors in European shale gas sector. According to US Energy Information Agency statistics, Romania was ranked third (1,444 billion cubic meters) in the list of European countries with highest estimated potential of shale gas after Poland (4,190 billion cubic meters) and France (3,879 billion cubic meters) 29 . Most blocks with shale gas potential are located in the eastern part of Romania, adjacent to the border with Ukraine. This area is composed of three sedimentary basins: Carpathian Foreland, Carpathian Foredeep and Moesian Platform 30 .
Many energy firms have been attracted by large shale gas potential of Romania. However, US energy giant Chevron announced on February 2015 its decision to discontinue its shale gas exploration operations in Romania 26 "Romania Imported 3.222 Million Tonnes of Oil Equivalent in H1 of the Year", Act Media, 20 August 2015, <http://actmedia.eu/energy-and-environment/romania-imported-3.222-million-tonnes-of-oil-equivalent-in-h1-of-the-year/59573>, (10 October 2015). 27 after massive anti-fracking protests 31 . Elena Mihalache clarifies the reasons behind Chevron's exit as follows: "...Chevron has had to deal with public opposition and outright protests;...mis and dis-information and lack of understanding among public and policymakers about the fracking procedure...; overwhelming bureaucracy and a highly confusing legal procedure when it comes to unconventional gas drilling in the country..."
32 .
While anti-shale gas slogans were instrumentalized by some political parties during the general elections of 2012 in Romania, the government chose to be neutral regarding the issue. Merely think-tanks tried to inform the public, but those think-tanks only had a limited effect on public opinion especially in the rural areas where Chevron was operating. The main reason behind Chevron's decision to exit is the lack of commercial volumes available for extraction with today's technology and economic conditions. Chevron's exit, depending on that reason, can be interpreted as a loss for the country. The move has to be evaluated by the Romanian government and politicians as a case study, by which the requests of international investors such as transparency, speedy resolution of problems, political stability etc. should clearly be identified 33 .
Renewable Energy Sources of Romania: Wind and Solar Energy
As it is known, the consumption of fossil energy resources increases constantly, while the world's known reserves are scant. Because of that imbalance, energy from renewable sources is becoming increasingly important for each country. Romania is not an exception. In the age of globalisation, Romania seeks to maintain a more favourable national energy balance by reducing the share of fossil energy resources in favour of renewable energy sources 34 . According to the Romanian National Action Plan, which was presented to the European Union, at the end of 2020, 24 % of all the energy consumed will be from renewable sources 35 . 31 
Graphic 1: The Wind Power in Romania
Source: http://www.thewindpower.net/country_en_44_romania.php.
According to a recent study of Erste Bank, Romania and especially the Dobrogea Region with Constanta and Tulcea countries is the second best place in Europe after Scotland to construct wind farms depending on its vast wind potential 42 . Appropriately, Fantanele-Cogealac Wind Farm, largest coastal wind farm with an installed capacity of 600 MW, was constructed in a 2,700 acre field in the Fantanele and Cogealac municipalities of Constanta County. On 1 June 2010, the first of 240 wind turbine projects was launched and on 21 November 2012, the last wind turbine was connected to the grid by Czech investors. It should be noted that, the farm is now the largest onshore wind farm in Europe and contributes nearly 10 % of the Romanian renewable energy production 43 .
Enel Green Power, one of the leading companies in Romanian renewable energy sector, has announced the construction of several wind farms in Romania, with a total power of 180 MW. Enel already owns farms in Valea Nucarilor, Casimcea si Corugea, Tulcea County, and in the villages of Sfanta Elena and Coronini with a total power of 269 MW. Another company GDF SUEZ Energy has entered the wind energy market, with an investment of 80 million euros in a wind farm at Gemenele, in Braila County with a capacity of 48 MW. In order to reach long-term strategic goals, those sizeable investments on wind energy must be supported by a healthy plan In 2014, the Romanian government decided to revise its governmental support for renewable power in order to avoid the risk of overcompensating companies and to prevent a further increase of consumer electricity prices. By cutting in half the number of the so-called "green certificates" granted for each megawatt of power produced from wind, Romanian government forced companies that had invested heavily in new generation plants to reconsider their decisions. Therefore companies in Romania need predictability, which in reality they do not possess 46 .
If we look at the geographic location and climate of Romania, we can say that Romania has massive solar potential waiting to be fully utilized. With more than 200 sunny days a year, Romania is eligible for annual energy flow between 1000 and 1300 kWh/sqm/year 47 . In 2013, the country installed more than 1 gigawatt of solar PV (PhotoVoltaic) for the first time ever. With the construction of the PV, Romania became one of the global players in solar energy like Italy, India, Greece and the United Kingdom 48 . Solar power in Romania had an installed capacity of 1,150 MW as the end of 2013 49 . As it was seen at the map below, Romania's leading solar regions are the Black Sea Coast, Dobrogea and Oltenia with an average of 1600 kWh/sqm/year. 44 On the other hand, the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) lend a leader firm in the renewable energy sectorSpain's EDP Renovaveis -20 million euro to construct and run six solar photovoltaic parks generating a total of 50 MW in the southern Romanian region of Oltenia. Black Sea Trade and Development Bank also provided a parallel facility costing 10 million euro in 2014 50 . So, despite recent cuts to the country's solar incentives, EDP Renovaveis has secured 30 million euro in project finance for 50 MW of Romanian PV 51 .
Map 3: Solar Potential in Romania
Romania, with miscellaneous energy sources, has implemented energy efficiency programs and therefore its potential for rising energy power of Europe strengthened. In this context, the Romanian Law on Energy Efficiency was issued in 2014 to increase energy efficiency in the country, with the intention of reducing the consumption of energy by 19 % by 2020. According to this law, the business operators are obliged to arrange and submit to the Energy Efficiency Department a statement of their total energy consumption every year. Business operators that annually consume more than 1,000 tones of oil equivalent and fail to perform an energy audit every four years are subject to high fines ranging between 2,250 and 45,000 Euro. According to the article 6 of the law, in order to ensure the energy efficiency, 3 % of the overall surface area of the public administration buildings must be renovated annually 52 . The law also involves effective policy measures including a fund for energy efficiency, independent energy audits, consumer advice programmes, and regulations or voluntary agreements 53 .
Romania: An Influential Energy Transit State
Romania will be able to take an active role in European future energy policy formulations not only as a supplier, but also as an energy transit state. Through the AGRI (Azerbaijan-Georgia-Romania Interconnector) Project, Romania could become the EU's leading energy player in the region, becoming a terminal country for Caspian hydrocarbons transit to Central Europe. The AGRI Project, the first liquefied natural gas (LNG) project of the Black Sea, was developed by Azerbaijan in a response to Ankara's new "Russia policy" and Turkish-Armenian Rapproachment process of 2009 54 . Azerbaijan, Romania and Georgia signed an agreement in April 2010 to transport LNG from Azerbaijan to the EU through Georgia and Romania bypassing Turkey. Within the scope of the project, Azerbaijan's natural gas would be liquidified at the Georgian port of Kulevi, shipped across the Black Sea, and regasified at the Romanian port of Constanta 55 .
Map 4: AGRI Project
Source: http://www.novinite.com/articles/125268/Hungary+Lured+into+AGRI+Natural+ Gas+Pipeline+Project.
Preliminary estimates show that, depending on possible capacities of terminals, the cost of the project will vary from 1.2 billion euros to 4.5 billion euros 56 . On the other hand, compared to other planned means of transporting Caspian gas to Europe, AGRI may be regarded as a commercially viable project. For example, in order to transport 16 bcm of gas at the first stage, the Southern Gas Corridor's (SGC) total cost would be $ 25 billion -$ 27 billion. For similar gas volumes, the cost of the AGRI Project would be only $ 9 billion 57 . 56 The primary project founders of AGRI were Romania, Georgia and Azerbaijan. In September 2011 a Hungarian company also joined the project. Moreover Bulgaria, which signed a compressed natural gas agreement with Azerbaijan, is also discussing the idea of becoming an AGRI partner 58 . With an increase in AGRI's system capacity, Turkmen LNG could also be added to the network. Turkmen LNG support for the AGRI system would become a priority for Brussel's and Baku's long term strategic interests, because Azerbaijan's existing gas reserves will be depleted in 40 years if current exploitation trends continue 59 . Turkmen President Gurbanguly Berdymukhamedov also declared Turkmenistan government's determination to join the project during his visit to Romania in May 2011. However, it is not clear whether Turkmenistan will be a part of AGRI or not 60 .
AGRI Project, which aims to transfer Azerbaijani gas and, in the future, gas from Turkmenistan to Romania and Hungary through Georgia, was at the center of attention of regional decision makers in summer 2015. An AGRI Ministerial Meeting was held in Bucharest on 24 June 2015 and during this meeting member states' ministers of energy signed a joint declaration on supporting the development of the AGRI Project 61 . At the end of the meeting, Romanian Energy Minister Andrei Gerea stated that AGRI member states regard AGRI Project as a component of the SGC that may make an important contribution to the European energy security 62 .
SGC, aimed at improving the security and diversity of the EU's energy supply by transferring Caspian natural gas to Europe, is comprised of three pipeline projects namely South Caucasus Pipeline (SCP), Trans Anatolian Pipeline (TANAP) and Trans Adriatic Pipeline (TAP). By those pipelines, SGC transfers Caspian gas through Turkey. From a strategic perspective, the 58 EU attaches great importance to the AGRI Project, because it offers not only diversification from Russian supply, but also from Turkish gas route 63 . In other words, AGRI could be viewed as the only project which decreases the dependence on a single pipeline system or one transit country. Furthermore, unlike SGC; non-Shah Deniz gas of Azerbaijan such as Absheron, AzeriChirag-Guneshli and Umid/Babek should be potential sources for the AGRI project 64 .
Map 5: SGC Project
Source: http://www.tap-ag.com/the-pipeline/the-big-picture/southern-gas-corridor.
However, beside the advantages of AGRI Project in comparison with SGC, there are some difficulties to carry out this project. Firstly, Azeri supply will not be sufficient on the medium term for AGRI as well as for TANAP-TAP route. Secondly, at current levels of technological development, LNG construction costs are much more than those of pipelines. This means in terms of price, LNG will be uncompetitive especially compared to Russian piped gas. Last but not least, Russian encroachment on Georgian territory threatens the gas pipeline infrastructure 65 . Georgian port of Kulevi is near Abkhazia -a Russia-backed partially recognized state inside Georgia. Russian influence in Abkhazia can be used by Russia to put pressure on the AGRI Project 66 .
Conclusion
Romania, with her huge energy capacity and location on energy transit routes towards Europe, should be defined as a potential key contributor to the solution of the EU's energy security issue. Considering the recent discoveries in the Black Sea, it can be expected that, Romania will enrich its natural gas and oil resources. Moreover, Romania's high rank at the list of shale gas and wind energy in Europe becomes another factor in increasing its strategic role in European energy calculations. But due to some deficiencies, the activation of this potential will be delayed. The need of large infrastructure investments for getting Black Sea sources, the inadequacy of pipeline network which is necessary in exporting Black Sea sources to Europe, high costs of fracking and the lack of transparency and notification, and the deficiency of a stable legal arrangement that can provide the persistence of the investments in wind energy sector restrain Romanian potential as a supplier.
On the other hand, Romania should easily become an effective and reliable transit country thanks to the AGRI Project. Bypassing Russia as a supplier and Turkey as a transit state, this project is significant for the consolidation of Romania's role as a regional energy hub. AGRI project aims at transfering Azeri gas to Europe from a terminal in Romania via Georgia and Black Sea. However, considering the inefficient capacity of the Azeri gas, the project must be supplemented with additional quantities of Turkmen and Iranian gas to be economically feasible. Moreover, high construction costs of LNG systems and the Russian influence in Georgia decreases the possibility of the project's operation in the short run. In this context, any decrease in the level of ambiguity of the project will shape the Romania's future as an energy hub. 
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